Malone AirCharter Inc.
Phone: +1-904-425-0325, +1-904-742-4509
Fax: +1-904-642-0994
Email: malone@maloneaircharter.com
Website: http://www.maloneaircharter.com

TRIP CONFIRMATION
ALL INCLUSIVE
Domestic quotes are all inclusive and Malone AirCharter does NOT charge extra for catering, wifi, assisting with ground transportation or special requests, lavatory
service, ramp, handling, extended flight time due to weather, vectoring, or holding. We pride ourselves on providing complete First-Class service to all of our
customers and we believe that starts with offering a firm price.
SPECIAL FEES
We pride ourselves upon providing complete First-Class service to all of our customers and we believe that starts with offering a firm price. When unexpected
charges are incurred we pass those along without administrative mark up.
Weather
In the event we encounter weather during a scheduled trip resulting in snow or ice, special fees may be incurred to ensure safe operations. Those fees may
including anti ice, deice or hangar charges. Any incurred expenses would be passed thru at our actual incurred cost for reimbursement.
International
International customs fees can vary greatly by destination and therefore are extremely difficult to estimate. International handling, immigration, customs fees, and/or taxes are
not included in this quote. Any fees reflected in this quote are for coming into & out of the United States. Any incurred expenses would be passed thru at our actual incurred cost
for reimbursement.
Extraordinary
Extraordinary wear-and-tear and / or damage to the aircraft caused by a passenger will be passed thru at our actual incurred cost for reimbursement.
TSA
Passengers are required to check www.tsa.gov in regards to the latest TSA Prohibited Items List. If any items are in question, passengers are to notify MAC for approval. MAC may deny boarding of any
items deemed to be a threat to the safety of the flight and/or passengers.

CANCELLATION
Cancellation of scheduled flight within 14 calendar days of scheduled departure will be charged a fee of 10% of confirmed quote.
Cancellation of scheduled flight within 7 calendar days of scheduled departure will be charged a fee of 20% of confirmed quote.
Cancellation of scheduled flight within 24 hrs of scheduled departure time will be charged 100% of the confirmed quote.
In addition, any expenses incurred by MAC at time of cancellation will be passed through and billed to the charter client (International fees, hotels, etc). In the
event a brokered aircraft was secured for your use, the brokered cancellation terms will supersede Malone AirCharter's policy.
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